
We offer

An office in the 10th arrondissement of Paris.

An incredible international group of teammates

Competitive package including salary, real shares and a common conviction of doing good in the world

A fantastic learning opportunity

A real cause and purpose: help save the world from waste and transform it into a circular & profit-sharing economy

We want you to grow with us

At LivingPackets, we want to make the world a better place and people's 

lives easier. To do so, we have invented THE BOX: A sustainable, secure 

and smart packaging solution, that eliminates all packaging waste 

created by global e-commerce, is highly convenient to use, and enables 

fantastic new digital services.

The little extras

Cross-industry experience is welcome

Knowledge of Google Suite, Confluence, Slack, Crisp, ClickUp always a 

plus.

While we seek experience, your mindset & motivation is most important

Join us now

Have we aroused your interest? Then we look forward to seeing your 

application! Please write your heart out, and  state the earliest possible 

start date for you, and your salary expectations.  

If you have any questions in advance, Suk-Jung Kim will be happy to 

assist you via email. jobs@livingpackets.com

You bring

Ideally a min. 3-5 years experience in customer-facing roles [support, 

service, sales…]

Fluent in written and spoken French & German and ideally English as 

well.

Have a strong willingness to continuous improvement and to take on 

responsibility

Commitment and the desire of working in a dynamic environment

You are diligent, humble, organized, able to prioritize, have a friendly 

disposition and quite importantly are a good listener.

High level of proactivity and GTD mentality.

Attention to details, and a Team Player

Your responsibilities

Bring in new ideas to delight our customers

~ 10% of your time will be Customer Success

Responding to customer requests & issues quickly, professionally and 

with empathy

The ability to provide an exceptional customer experience to end-users 

and internal teams

You are the voice of the customer.

Predict customer needs & build a knowledgebase

Proactively update databases & other tools

Gather feedback & help shape future product(s)

Customer Experience Specialist 


